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HOW TO FLY A KITE 

 

“A brand-new kite!” Raj cried. “I’m going to fly it so high it scratches the sky!” 

So, he went to the park, and he tried. But the kite kept crashing to the ground. In the 

end, Raj burst into tears.  

Raj’s dog – whose name was Woofle – watched sadly. ‘Don’t cry, Raj,’ she thought. 

‘I’ll help you.’  

Woofle picked up the kite string. She started to run. Tugged along behind, the kite 

lifted into the air. 

‘I’m sure I can fly it higher,’ thought Woofle.  

Nearby, a hot air balloon was getting ready to launch. Racing along, Woofle leaped 

into the balloon’s basket. The balloon rose upwards and the kite bobbed and blew all about 

it. 

‘I’m sure I can fly it even higher,’ thought Woofle.  

‘Higher?’ said a passing pelican. ‘Sure! Come with me.’ 

Woofle jumped from the basket and onto the bird’s back! The pelican puffed and 

flapped higher into the air. The kite twirled through the clouds. 

‘I’m sure I can fly it even higher still,’ thought Woofle.  

‘This is as high as I can go,’ said the pelican. ‘But, look!’ 

An aeroplane was taking off from a nearby airport. The pelican placed Woofle on the 

wing of the plane. ZOOM! The plane climbed steeply. Woofle held on tight as the kite 

fluttered and flittered. 

‘I wish I could fly it so high it scratches the sky,’ thought Woofle, ‘like Raj wanted.’  
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Then a shiny space rocket raced up close to the aeroplane. The alien inside wound 

down his window.  

‘Hello, dog,’ said the alien. ‘Want to go higher? Hop on board!’   

So, Woofle did. The rocket shot up so fast, her ears nearly blew away! The kite 

cartwheeled around like a colourful diamond until – SCRATCH! – its sharp edges cut the 

clear blue sky. Darkness peeped through the scratch, and stars started spilling out. 

 Together, the kite and the stars whirled and waltzed while Woofle watched in 

wonder. But up here so high, she began to feel dizzy. Very dizzy. She closed her eyes…  

 And when Woofle woke up she was back in the park. Raj was hugging her to his 

chest.  

“That’s how to fly a kite, Woofle!” he cried. “However did you do all that?” 

 Woofle spied the rocket ship whizzing out of sight and smiled. ‘When we have 

friends to help us,’ she thought, ‘there’s nothing we can’t do.’ 


